
Match day 1 - The  Flying Ducksmen 
 
Team selection for this year’s opening fixture was fierce and at times resembled a 
selectors version of the okey kokey but the most important part was Spindles had 
been omitted which meant a) we would  be guaranteed some interesting batting and 
b) we wouldn’t  have to listen to his old bollocks all afternoon. I am informed that he 
had withdrawn from selection when ‘Toni & Guy’ announced  that all deliveries of 
hair dye had been put back a week. It also saw the return of Mark Trevatt following 
years in the cricketing wilderness away from his spiritual home 
 
The toss was performed by Marcus, who duly lost but Downe were put in to bat. 
Enthusiasm amongst the team was somewhat lacking when it came to  batting, most 
appearing more than satisfied with resting up in the warm April sun. Sweet and Mark 
therefore became the opening pair and the run rate was soon ticking nicely at over 
7.  Mainly due to Mark who was swinging at everything and connecting with most 
and breaking bats in the process. It was the 12th over when on 78 disaster struck, 
for the opposition, when Club Legend Sweet was run out following an optimistic call 
from Mark. The fielding team had clearly not thought this through since it simply 
brought Marcus to the crease. 
 
The first 4 balls of the partnership were all despatched for 6 by Mark. Marcus looking 
slightly rusty soon followed suit and the game was slowed down by the repeated 
search for balls in the undergrowth.  Mark eventually went bowled in the 80’s looking 
for another boundary. Marcus was joined by the Bear. 
 
Bear 22 is a new model. This Bear has clearly undertaken hibernation to the letter 
and emerged facially the same but different everywhere else. One would have 
expected New Bear to have invested in new trousers, as there seemed little chance 
of these staying up for long. Anyway surprisingly there were no fashions mishaps 
and the new pair soon got into their stride.  Fortune came Marcus’s way, three times, 
one being a top edge straight up in the air to the keeper. The boundaries continued 
to flow with the pick being one glorious straight six that fizzed over mid off. 
 
Just shy of the teams third 50 partnership Bear was caught. Marcus continued to hit 
out and tried to walk out on as 100 only be told to go back by the  skipper and Dave 
Lineker who was next in and had no intention of moving. Marcus continued with 
Graham who showed good touch as the innings ended on 293-3 off the allowed 35 
overs. 
 
This year tea was back and excellent it was though the tea ladies may need to work 
on their ‘customer care’ as player after player was refused entry to the club house as 
they stood guard over sandwiches and cakes. 
 
 
Following tea it was sadly time to field. Denzil and Graham were thrown the ball first 
up. Both bowled some reasonable stuff with Graham in particular providing a tight 
spell. Denzil  soon found that there was little point in pitching it up when you can 
pitch it half way down the track and rely on some early season bounce to do the 
rest.  So it was that the first two batsmen saw stumps splayed. 
 



Jonny and Dave Lineker junior were the next to try their luck. One dubious piece of 
fielding by Sweet, turning a single into a four, was soon claimed as an assist as the 
batsmen was caught very next ball as Marcus took  a diving catch from Junior. Jonny 
settled into a reasonable spell causing some discomfort and again picking up a quick 
wicket bowled. 
 
At 51-4 and well behind the run rate the game leaning heavily towards Downe. Jonny 
bowled out and was joined by the clubs ‘more experienced’ spinner, Parf.  It was at 
this point that the opposition put together a partnership approaching three figures. 
This was helped by a number of drops, the ball seeming to seek out Junior no matter 
where he went. The first an unfortunate c&b which Parf soon emulated. The next I 
believe was already a six and I only mention it as instructed by DL Snr. Anyway an 
excellent diving effort saw the ball parried over though he appeared to have ended 
lying the wrong side of the rope. The next two were mid on and then mid off, the 
former appearing to have been calmly taken until he was seen picking the ball from 
the turf. 
 
Graham returned with Mark and a miserly spell saw three wickets fall for little 
runs.  Mark provided good pace of a short run up though the noise with each delivery 
was simply to a certain tennis player and has resulted in him now being referred to 
as Maria.  Graham pulled out a stunning diving catch off his own bowling. 
 
The last action was delivered by the Bear who complained after the first delivery 
regarding a ‘bruised bicep’ but Bear 22 has new resilience and soldiered on and was 
duly rewarded bowling the batsmen to leave the opposition on 170-9 
 
A much better start to this season, than last, which was celebrated in the pub with an 
array of food kindly provided ! 
 
 


